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There are currently no images from other crochet readers. closing the &amp;Terms; Conditions You must enter into this Agreement if you wish to submit digital images or other content to Prime Publications through Customer Image Sharing (Services). As used in this Agreement, we or Prime Publication means Prime Publication, LLC. and you shall mean an individual or entity that
submits material to Prime Publication. Any person or entity wishing to use the Services must accept the terms of this Agreement without changes. BY CLICKING THE ACCEPTANCE BUTTON OF THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY ALL THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND ALL SPECIFICATIONS AND GUIDELINES INCORPORATED
BY REFERENCE. 1) Eligibility. You may only submit Materials to the Services you hold all intellectual property rights. In other words, if you submit a digital image to us, you must have all rights to the image or you must have the permission of the person who owns the rights. This service is limited to parties who may enter into and form a contract under applicable law. Minors
cannot submit Materials to the Services. Further, you may not submit any personal information regarding any child under the age of 13. 2) Definition. As used in this Agreement, (a) Affiliates means any entity controlled by, controlling, or under common control with Prime Publications, (b) Material means all content you submit to Prime Publications, including all photos, illustrations,
graphics and text, and (c) the Media means any means delivering information, whether now known or after. 3) Licence grant of materials. You herely grant to the Publication of the Prime and its Affiliates worldwide, without exclusive, royalty-free, rights and permanent licenses to (a) reproduce, distribute, transmit, publicly execute and display materials publicly, in whole or in part, in
any way and the Media, (b) modify, adapt, translate and create derivative works of the Materials, in whole or in part, in any way and the Media, adapt, translate and make derivative works of the Materials, in whole or in part, in any way , (b) modify, adapt, translate and create derivative works from materials, in whole or in part, in any way and media, (b) modify, adapt, translate and
create derivative works from materials, in whole or in part, in any way and media, (b) modify, adapt, translate and create derivative works from the Materials, in whole or in part, , (b) modify, adapt, translate and create derivative works from in whole or in part, in any manner and the Media, (b) modify, adjust, translate and create derivative works from the Materials, in whole or in
part, in any way and the Media, (b) modify, adapt, translate and create derivative works from the Materials, secar, in whole or in part, to any third party, with or without payment. 4) Removal of Materials. If you decide to remove your Material from the Services, you may provide written notice to Prime Publications by either deleting the image via the Prime Publications interface or by
contacting the Prime Publishing customer service, and Prime Publications will remove the Material from the Services within a reasonable time. 5) License for Name, Trademark and Equality. You herely grant to the Publication of The Prime, Affiliates and sublicensee of non-exclusive licensees, worldwide, royalty-free to use all trademarks, trade names, and the names and
similarities of any individual appearing in the Material. You grant Prime Publications, Affiliates and sublicensus the right to use the names you submit in connection with ingredients. 6) Specifications and Guidelines. You agree to submit Materials to us in accordance with all guidelines for the use of the Services posted on the Prime Publishing website or that you are notified
otherwise (Guidelines), as these Guidelines may be changed in the future. 7) Representation, Warranty and Indemnity. You represent and warrant to the Prime Minister and its Affiliates that (a) you have the necessary rights, powers, and powers to enter into this Agreement, to perform your obligations herein, and to grant the licenses specified in Paragraphs 3 and 5 above, (b) you
will fully comply with all the terms of this Agreement, (c) the Material submitted to the Prime Publication by you , and The Prime Publication and its allies exercise their rights herein, not and will not infringe, abuse or infringe any intellectual property rights, including but not limited to trademark rights, copyrights, moral rights and publicity rights of any third party, (d) you have all rights
necessary for reproduction, distribution, delivery, public performance, public display, and other exploitation of materials by the Prime Minister and its Affiliates as permitted herein , (e) Non-pornographic, defamatory, tortious, or otherwise illegal materials, and (f) all factual statements submitted by you are accurate and not misleading. You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold the
Prime Minister's Publication and its Affiliates harmless from all claims, liabilities, damages, and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses) arising from your breach of any representation or warranty specified in this paragraph. 8) Restrictions. You agree that you will not submit illegal material,, defamation, tortious, pornographic, or racist, ethnic
or otherwise unpleasant, or otherwise violating the general Prime Publishing community standards. We reserve the right to remove or not provide any Materials that we consider in breach of this Agreement, applicable law or our community standards at our discretion. You agree that you will not upload, post, email or transmit Material to us or our Affiliates containing software
viruses or any other computer code, files, or programs designed to interfere with, destroy or limit the functionality of any computer software or hardware or telecommunications equipment. 9) No Obligation. While we reserve the right to include your Materials on the Services or in any Media, we have no obligation to do so. We may, at our discretion and for any reason, reject
material or remove it from our Services at any time. 10) Changes to the Agreement. We reserve the right to change any of the terms of this Agreement or any Specifications or Guidelines governing the Services at any time at sole discretion. All changes will take effect during the charging of the Services. However, for all changes to this Agreement, excluding Specifications and
Guidelines, we will publish a notice of change for thirty (30) days. You are responsible for reviewing the notice and any applicable changes. YOUR CONTINUED USE OF THE SERVICES FOLLOWING THE DECLARATION OF ANY CHANGES WILL CONSTITUTE YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH CHANGES. 11) Major Publication of Intellectual Property. Without our prior
written consent, you may not use our intellectual property, including, without limitation, trademarks, trade names, trade dresses, or our copyrighted material, in any way. 12) Communication. Prime Publications and Its Affiliates may communicate with you in relation to the Services, electronically and in other Media, and you agree to such communications regardless of any
Customer Communication Preferences (or similar preferences or requests) that you may specify on the Prime Publications or Its Affiliates website or in any other way. 13) Exclusions. THE PUBLICATION OF THE PREMIER AND ITS AFFILIATES SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO DAMAGES ARISING FROM BREACHES OF CONTRACT OR WARRANTY OR FROM NEGLIGENCE OR STRICT LIABILITY) ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT, ALTHOUGH WE HAVE BEEN ADVISED (OR KNEW OR KNOWN) THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 14) Disclaimer. PERDANA PUBLICATIONS PROVIDE SERVICES
SUCH AS WITHOUT WARRANTY. 15) Variety. This agreement will be governed by the laws of the United States and the state of Washington, without reference to the rules governing the choice of law. Any action relating to this Agreement must be brought to federal or state courts located in Seattle, Washington, and you irrevocable consent to the jurisdiction of such courts. You
may not surrender this Agreement, with legal or otherwise operations, without our prior written consent. Subject to such restrictions, this Agreement shall be binding, insuring, and enforceable against the respective parties and successors and permitted assigns. Our failure to enforce your stringent performance for any provision of this Agreement will not consensus our right to
enforce such provisions or any other provisions of this Agreement thereafter. Specifications and Guidelines (including all future changes) are included by reference to this Agreement. This Agreement is in addition to, and substipulate or modify, the terms and conditions of use of the Prime Publishing website and its Affiliates. close Your Own Image Sharing That can share images?
You! Anyone registered and logged in to the user. What should I share? Please share an image that will help other visitors. For example: Images that highlight article features (Here are the controls on this music See the clasp for this wreath, See this box incoming) Images that show someone using the product (Here I wear this scarf, Install the ink cartridge here) Images related to
the topic (My dog Skipper, Great clothing, Our Family in Yellowstone, How to sticky chairs using a cabinet thumbnail) Image showing how the product does (I took this picture with this camera, This shirt fridge is actually 6' tall, Sawn blades after 100 pieces) Images that give a taste of the product size (This fridge is actually 6' tall, mobile phone credit card size) Although not
required, it provides context for your image Additionally, you can use the Image Notes feature to highlight one or more interesting areas in your image. Everyone will see your notes when they roll your images. What shouldn't I share? Behave as if you are a guest at a friend's dinner: please treat the Prime Publications community with respect. Don't share: Indecent, pornographic or
lucky images, or any images with nude Images that you don't own an intellectual property rights image featuring a phone number, mailing address or URL. You can mark image water with copyright information. Images displaying availability, pricing, or alternative order/Image transmission information displaying external websites, competitions, or other personal information about
children under 13 Images with a prominent and readable car license plate (pictured with license plates that have been blurred or which if unreadable can be accepted). The same guidelines apply to your captions and notes. What are the supported image formats and sizes? We support JPEG, GIF and PNG images. Files must not exceed 1MB. Both the height of the image and the
width of the image must be between 60 and 3500 pixels. Instead of uploading images, can I enter a link to an image? No, all images must be uploaded to Prime Publications. This keeps your images available. How long does it take to upload an image? The time varies depending on the speed of your Internet connection and the size of the image file. For example, for 400KB
images, for example, you should expect 2 to 4 minutes more than 56KB modems and under 1 minute for DSL or cable modems. Where will my images appear? Generally your images will appear where you upload them: in an article image gallery. Who owns the images I uploaded? Image rights owners continue to possess images; uploading your images to Prime Publishing
doesn't transfer ownership. turn off
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